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By Roger Higgins

Travelers Tales, Incorporated, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The Billy Gogan story is a fictional memoir told by an old Army general of his
adventures as a young man. Billy Gogan, American, opens with recently orphaned Billy Gogan
fleeing Ireland on the eve of the Great Hunger -- either because he is the son of a dangerous
revolutionary, or because his cousin doesn t trust him around his daughter. Billy befriends a
destitute Irish peasant named Maire and her young daughter Fiona, and together they endure a
harsh passage to New York, America s greatest city. They get separated as they debark, and Billy
searches tirelessly for them in the dangerous Five Points, ground zero in the collision of Americans,
ex-slaves, and Irish refugees. Here, Billy completes his education. Already able to declaim Cicero
and construe Aristotle, he learns voting fraud from Bill Tweed, the future head of Tammany Hall,
and the numbers game from Charlie Backwell, Tammany s top bookie. Finally, Brannagh O Marran,
the beautiful mulatta daughter of the Irish madam of Gotham s finest brothel, teaches him about
love. Billy eventually finds Maire and Fiona, and the three of them...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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